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INTRODUCTION
Our world is undergoing dramatic changes. The COVID-19 pandemic has forced us
to reconsider many aspects of our lives, making it impossible to carry on global economic activity and communication in the same way as before. At the same time, the

world confronts accelerating environmental destruction and climate change, and
the planet may soon become uninhabitable if humanity does not change course.

Throughout human history, the flow of people, things, and information has expanded as humans have broadened their horizons in search of opportunities to grow. Yet

today, transporting people and things often entails the use of fossil fuels, and even

conveying non-physical information demands greater amounts of electricity as the
volume of data explodes. Of course, we should not forget that robust cross-border

movement of people and things was a key factor behind the severity of the current
pandemic.

Companies and institutes around the world are pursuing research in various tech-

nological fields including artificial intelligence, VR/AR, robotics, security, information

processing infrastructure, networks, energy, quantum computing, biotechnology,
advanced materials, and additive manufacturing. However, we seem to have reached
the point where solutions to society’s most pressing challenges cannot be found
in any one technological area alone. The development of new energy technologies

could lead to innovations in information processing infrastructure, while the emergence of new materials has impacts on robotics and security. We need to adopt a

broad perspective on the direction of technology because each advance has impacts across a range of applications.

Looking towards post-pandemic society, NTT seeks to move beyond the pursuit of

distinct technology trends to promote integrated technologies that will be essential
for creating the society of the future. Beginning with the IOWN vision launched in

2019, the technology we are pursuing is intended to form the foundation for a world
where people can live abundant lives. The architecture that will become a global infrastructure, the platforms that emerge from it, and the value created as a result provide the outlines for our blueprint of the world of the future.

VISION

PREPARING FOR COMING
SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION

01_ Putting the Remote World and New Glocalism into Practice
Beyond the Pandemic

balism, we should foster a new kind of localism that

COVID-19 has caused enormous disruption around

around the world, recognizing diversity as a source

the world, but human history shows that pandemics

and world affairs have always been deeply inter-

twined. In past centuries, the plague paved the way
for the Mongol Empire to sweep across Eurasia, while

Spain took over the Americas after carrying smallpox across the Atlantic. When Great Britain became

the global hegemon in the 18th century, cholera
traveled from Asia to the West, and a century ago,

the participation of the United States in World War I
played a role in sparking the influenza pandemic that

respects the cultures of Japanese and other people
of value. Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are

garnering attention as a framework for safeguard-

ing the future of the planet, but we need to include
culture as part of this discussion. Enacting a new

glocalism would mean respecting diverse, locally
rooted cultures while also pursuing global goals such
as SDGs, recognizing that each person’s path to

happiness is unique instead of controlling everything
according to a single way of thinking.

tore through Europe and the world. The coronavirus

Where should we go from here? In the past, the intro-

turning point that will shape a new world order.

tion and communication technologies faster, more

pandemic confronting humanity today may also be a

This makes it all the more important for us to have

a clear understanding of the trends that will shape
the post-coronavirus world as we work to spark

changes in society. The first trend is the growing
need for a decentralized society that we might call

the Remote World. Creating vivid new virtual spaces
that exceed in-person experiences will play a crucial

role in achieving targets of carbon neutrality by 2050
announced by many governments and companies,
as well as encouraging economic activity even when
social distancing and infectious disease precautions

are necessary. The second trend is an attitude that
we might call "new glocalism.” Globalism has cer-

tainly enriched many people’s lives, but thinking of
the world as a homogenous place has also resulted

in new problems. While retaining the benefits of glo-

duction of digital signal processing made informaversatile, and more efficient. It is safe to say that this
made it easier to live and do business faster, simpler,
and more economically. However, the ongoing pandemic forced us to recognize that the challenges we

face are not uniform. Just as predicted, globalization
has not only stimulated the economy and increased
interaction among people, but has also fueled the

spread of infectious diseases, and although infor-

mation and communications technology and AI have
made it possible to process enormous amounts of

data, we also confront the harmful influence of an “in-

fodemic” of information overload. Various challenges
are intertwined in complex ways, and multiple indicators and ideas of value are needed in order to solve

them. Many ideas of value exist in the world, none of
which are absolute or remain constant. The ability to

create new value when the need arises is what is truly
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needed in the future.

systems themselves, but building the Remote World

The 19th century German biologist Jakob von Uex-

towards energy self-sufficiency.

küll proposed the concept of Umwelt to describe

and connected value chains will be an essential step

how organisms form worlds according to their own

We are hard at work on various initiatives to contrib-

built his concept on the revolutionary ideas of fellow

services built for the Remote World, promote digital

perception and cognition of information. Uexküll

German philosopher Immanuel Kant, who rejected
the notion of an empirical world preexisting human
cognition, instead suggesting that the world is a phenomenon constructed through human cognition. We

could say that each of us lives in a different Umwelt.

This awareness is crucial in order to create a society
that respects not only differences between countries

and cultures, but also the diversity of species and life
itself.

New Infrastructure to Overcome Limits

ute to this new world. As we continue to offer new

transformation, and invest in new businesses on a
global scale, we are particularly focused on implementing IOWN (Innovative Optical and Wireless Net-

work). IOWN is an innovative network and information
processing platform featuring ultra-high capacity,

ultra-low latency, and ultra-low power consumption
built around breakthrough photonic technology,

making it possible to utilize all kinds of information
beyond the limits of conventional infrastructure, enable remote services in all kinds of applications, and
build a society accepting of diversity.

Innovation on various fronts will be needed to usher

This transformative IOWN vision cannot be achieved

In the realm of economics and international relations,

across the social sciences, humanities, and natural

in a new era of the Remote World and new glocalism.
supply chains linking trustworthy organizations and
people will be essential. Secondly, it will be important

to utilize information technology to spearhead digital
transformation and build connected value chains.
The third requirement is energy self-sufficiency.

Renewable energy is certain to play a key role in our

future energy mix, but ICT is also expected to be
utilized to great effect. For example, it is estimated

that expanded teleworking can reduce related CO2
emissions by about 70%. Of course it is necessary to

also greatly reduce the energy consumption of ICT

without harnessing a wide range of knowledge from
sciences. Moreover, overcoming the barriers to its
implementation will require cooperation and collab-

oration across various fields. We will work alongside
partners in many fields to tackle issues and chart a
better future together.

VISION

PREPARING FOR COMING
SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION

02_ The Road to Changing the World with IOWN
From Electronics to Photonics

Specifically, photonics will be used for transmission

IOWN is at the heart of our strategy for developing

within multi-core chips, and signal processing within

new communications and information processing
infrastructure for a post-pandemic world where diverse people can live rich lives, even as we adapt to

the ongoing crises discussed above. It is common

knowledge that the internet that supports mod-

ern-day society is based on electronic technology,

but as we pursue an even richer information society
through advances such as the Remote World, relying
upon our current technology to handle increased

data volume would consume an enormous amount of
electricity. Until now, miniaturization of semiconductors has followed Moore’s Law, enabling faster infor-

between chips within devices and between cores
chips, eliminating the need for processing to convert

from optical to electrical signals and achieving low
power consumption and low latency. We will build the
All-Photonics Network and information processing
that combines the advantages of photonics and

electronics to achieve breakthrough high capacity,
low latency, and low power consumption. This should
lead to sustainable growth in an environmentally

friendly manner and a world in which all people, regardless of their technical literacy, will be able to naturally enjoy the benefits of technology.

mation processing speeds and greater computing

Three Platforms and Five Kinds of Value

resulting from AI demands and the limits of minia-

IOWN consists of three pillars: the All-Photonics

Law. One study has suggested that given current

nology in everything from networks to terminals;

efficiency, but the explosive growth of data volume

turization are believed to signal the limits of Moore’s
trends, power consumption for IT-related demands
around the world could increase 5,000-fold between
2016 and 2030.

In order to break through these limits, IOWN envi-

sions a shift from electronics to photonics. IOWN
improves upon the current practice of using photon-

ics for long-distance transmission and electronics
for information processing on servers and routers by

deploying photonics-based technology for information processing. Photonics-based technology, until

now used primarily for transmission, will be adapted

for information processing on devices and servers.

Network (APN), which uses photonics-based techCognitive Foundation (CF), which connects and con-

trols everything; and Digital Twin Computing (DTC),
which combines the real world and the digital world

to predict the future. The IOWN vision originated with

the announcement in April 2019 of the invention of
the world's smallest optical transistor, with an energy consumption of 1.6 fJ/bit. In November 2019,

NTT invented the world's first all-optical switch that
combines ultra-high speed with ultra-low power

consumption, and in March 2020, we invented the

world's first ultra-high-speed optical logic gate that
can perform arbitrary logical operations using light

interference alone, greatly expanding the possibili-
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ties of photonics-based technology.

This article is based on a keynote speech at NTT

Alongside the development of these devices based

tation can be watched below. Scan or click QR codes

on photonic technology, three common platforms

are envisioned as part of the IOWN vision: photonic

R&D Forum 2020 Connect. The video of the presenbelow to watch presentations.

direct communication, extreme NaaS, and data-cen-

——

to provide a range of services based on low-latency,

Representative Member of the Board

tric computing infrastructure. We expect to be able
high-capacity, high-precision time synchronization,
multipoint multicasting, and photonic direct communication, as well as extreme NaaS, which is based

on IOWN’s breakthrough photonic technology and
uses Cognitive Foundation’s Multi-orchestrator to

physically and functionally merge mobile and fixed

networks, as well as a completely new ICT and da-

ta-centric computing infrastructure that will replace
the IP-centric infrastructure of the past.

IOWN will lead to dramatic changes in our lives. We
expect IOWN technologies to provide value in the
following five categories: well-being that will lead to

a richer future for a happier life; zero environmental

impact that will be achieved through the emergence
of innovative environmental energy technologies; 4D
digital infrastructure that will contribute to the creation of digital twins in cyberspace; a secure value
chain that will build new trust, ensuring safety and

security; and the Remote World mentioned above.
Through these five areas of value, people will be able
to create a new world completely different from the
past.

President CEO
Jun Sawada
Road to IOWN
——

Executive Vice President

Head of Research and Development
Planning

Katsuhiko Kawazoe
Into the IOWN Breakthrough Innovation

CIRCUMSTANCES

EXPLORING NEW TECHNOLOGY
DEMANDS THROUGH DATA

What we demand from technology is shifting as a re-

to safeguard the environment. NTT’s activities are

society. The game-changing innovation we are trying

tricity consumption, meaning that we have significant

sult of the COVID-19 pandemic and other changes in

to spark is meant as a response to these changes in
society.

Among the most prominent issues is the increasingly

said to account for around 1% of Japan’s total elecenvironmental responsibility. That is why we are de-

termined to develop and implement IOWN and other
next-generation technologies as soon as possible.

severe environmental crisis. If our social system con-

We have grown accustomed to companies’ research

temperature on Earth will be 4 degrees higher than

ment of new technologies and products, but the

tinues unchanged, 80 years from now the average
it was before the industrial revolution. A rise of four

degrees would set off planetary food shortages,
and cause the sea to rise by two meters. Not only

will some countries sink completely into the sea, but

Japanese cities such as Tokyo and Osaka would also

be exposed to increased flood risk. Amid growing
calls to shift to a carbon-neutral society by 2050 in
order to mitigate this crisis, NTT has been pursuing
research projects into developing next-generation

energy technologies by 2050 with goals of achieving

zero environmental impact and resilient environmental adaptation.

Of course, simply setting targets for 2050 is not
enough. We also need to accelerate ongoing efforts
18
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Lead-time for semiconductor orders (Source: Susquehanna International Group)

and development leading naturally to the announce-

cycle of ever-increasing convenience that we enjoy
today may not continue indefinitely. The price of

high-end smartphones packed with the latest technology has been rising year by year, putting them out

of reach of many people. Adding to a pandemic-driv-

en increase in demand, prices of home electronics
have risen and automotive manufacturing has been
delayed as a result of a severe shortage of semiconductors. The lead time from order to delivery of semi-

conductors stretched to as long as 17 weeks in May

2021. The expectation that better products will be
available for cheaper as time passes may no longer
hold true. Instead of developing dedicated semiconductors, new approaches are called for, such as solving this problem through software with ultra-powerful
generic white box equipment.

Simultaneously, the amount of data we handle is
growing year by year. We are constantly improving

the network technology that handles data transmission. If we look back at fiber-optic transmission ca-

pacity, we find that since fiber-optic communications

systems were first introduced in the 1980s as the
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backbone of commercial communications networks

ing to predict the flow of people or enhance secu-

division multiplexing (WDM) and optical amplification

monitoring might only require a framerate of 5FPS,

around the world, innovations such as wavelength

rity can require 600 to 800 cameras. Conventional
but conducting advanced analysis could potentially

systems around 2000 and digital coherent systems

in the 2010s have helped to increase transmission

require high-resolution 4K or 8K video, or high frame
rates of 60FPS or 120FPS. When images from all the

capacity by around 1,000,000 times over 40 years.

However, the spread of the World Wide Web and the

cameras are utilized by multiple AI applications, data

transmission and power consumption rates increase

growth of streaming video applications has led to a
completely different situation compared to previous

even further. In the future, there will also be demand

data demands. This, in turn, has fueled a rapid in-

for collecting information in 3D as well as 2D.

crease in energy consumption.

We are pursuing the IOWN vision as a way to address
the pressing needs of this moment. Infrastructure

One cause is the enormous increase in the number

should be designed with diversity in mind in order to

of sensors. In the field of smart city area manage-

serve communities and societies of every kind, while

ment, for example, monitoring points are placed

also ensuring the sustainability of the global environ-

more densely than streetlights, resulting in an enor-

mous increase in sensor data streams and energy

ment. We will continue to develop IOWN to support

consumption. Outfitting even a medium-sized build-

society in the decades ahead.
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ARCHITECTURE

IOWN SUPPORTS
THE WORLD OF THE FUTURE

Foundational Technology for Society

controls everything; and finally, Digital Twin Comput-

IOWN (Innovative Optical and Wireless Network) is

to achieve future forecasting and optimization.

a new communications platform that will pave the

ing (DTC), which integrates the real and digital worlds

way to our future. As part of the IOWN vision, we are

Among these three elements, APN plays a major role

tion processing infrastructure featuring ultra-high

all-photonic information transmission from terminal

working to develop innovative network and informacapacity, ultra-low latency, and ultra-low power consumption using breakthrough photonics-based tech-

nologies in order to utilize all kinds of information
beyond the limits of existing infrastructure. We are
currently discussing and testing various aspects of

IOWN together with our partners, and aim to finalize
specifications by 2024 and implement this vision by
2030.

IOWN is built on three core elements in order to

in information transmission, enabling end-to-end
to server. Moreover, APN is not limited to groundbased communications, as we work to develop the
technology for terrestrial-satellite communications,

undersea communications, and communications in
outer space. We believe these strides will allow us to

achieve a communications environment that is not
only high-speed and high-capacity, but which is also
user-friendly and makes it easy for people to connect
to the network in any environment.

address challenges including drastically reducing

The second technology, CF, offers service capabili-

ty capable of handling the increase in computation

munication, but also computing and IoT resources

power consumption, providing processing capaci-

resulting from wider communications bandwidth,

sharing information in real time by increasing the
capacity and reducing the latency of communication
for extrasensory information gathered through various sensors, and using resources that span multiple

industries and locales thanks to multi-orchestration
functions that centrally manage various resources.

IOWN combines these three technologies to unlock
formidable power: first, the All-Photonics Network

(APN), which incorporates photonics-based technology into everything from networks to terminals; second, Cognitive Foundation (CF), which connects and

ties encompassing not only wired and wireless com-

in order to ensure overall optimization. By linking
virtualized ICT resources end-to-end and integrating

with diverse systems and networks, CF creates an

information processing platform capable of analysis
and forecasting that is unconstrained by the format
of each system or data. In applications including the

Las Vegas Smart City project, launched in 2019, CF is
being used to collect data from a variety of systems

and in a variety of formats that is used for reactive
response and proactive prediction. In the future, CF
is anticipated to mature into a self-evolving service

lifecycle management system that will allow the system to think and act on its own.
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The third technology, DTC, is one of the signature ap-

dynamically connect necessary resources such as

already used in many industries to copy and simulate

This model will support IOWN’s entire information

plications made possible by IOWN. Digital twins are

things and spaces that exist in the real world. DTC
aims to make it possible to create previously impos-

CPUs, GPUs, and memory in response to demand.
processing capability.

sible real-world-scale reproductions to test different

Another important technology that will enable safe

interchanging various digital twins, including aspects

tical transport, which offers security functions only

environments by freely duplicating, combining, and

of people. This technology will play a role in design-

ing future cities, optimizing control of circulation of
people and goods, and developing smart medicine.
We are also developing a data platform called 4D

Digital Platform™ that will be able to accumulate 4D

data that adds a temporal axis to 2D and 3D data. The

IOWN vision has implications not only for technology

development, but may also cause us to rethink what
it means to be human in a thoroughly informatized
society.

and reliable information transmission is secure oppossible due to IOWN’s end-to-end photonic archi-

tecture. The all-photonics era of IOWN requires a
whole new paradigm that extends beyond the current
focus on quantum key distribution and post-quantum

cryptography. Secure optical transport enhances
IOWN’s security without sacrificing its benefits of

high capacity, low latency, and low power consump-

tion, and prevents tapping to avoid the risk of offline

decryption, thus achieving security at the layer of
optical transmission.

New Technologies to Overcome Limitations

We envision IOWN extending beyond the Earth’s

We envision three common service platforms to be

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), we

built atop these three technologies as part of IOWN.
These three platforms, data-centric computing infrastructure, photonic direct communication, and

extreme NaaS, will be introduced in more detail in the
next section.

Development of photonics-electronics convergence
devices is underway to support these services.

Instead of setting up computing infrastructure at
the server (box) scale, our plans call for photonic
disaggregated computing that uses photonics to

surface into space. Through joint research with the
are aiming to create ultra high-speed, high-capacity,

secure optical wireless communication infrastructure
that seamlessly connects space to the surface. The
goal of this project, known as IOWN Space Comput-

ing, is to create a space data center that can process
and analyze data on-satellite. We will develop technology that will enable a completely new computing
infrastructure capable of processing and analyzing a

wide range of observation data across multiple satellites using only energy found in space.

PLATFORM

TECHNOLOGY TO
SUPPORT NEW VALUE

01_ A New Ecosystem to Unlock Data Value:
Data-centric Computing Infrastructure Service
Governments and companies around the world are

enterprises and others requiring strong security, will

man-centric society that will emerge from the deep

use data in new ways by realizing the value of unused

pursuing various paths to so-called Society 5.0, a huintegration of cyberspace and physical space. In

particular, the development of systems where data is

intertwined across domains such as smart cities and

MaaS necessitates a data-centric society that not
only collects and accumulates data, but also creates
new value from a wide variety of data and links it to
new businesses.

The data-centric computing infrastructure service,

one of the platforms made possible by IOWN, is intended precisely to solve these issues. This new platform will shift the present playing field that advantages huge platforms able to aggregate and monetize

data, by lowering the hurdles to data valuation and

making it possible for various businesses to create
new services with data holders in previously unimaginable fields and industries.

Many companies are currently trying to tap into their
own data, but aside from a few major platforms with
far-reaching services, unlocking the value of data

remains a difficult prospect for most players. We be-

lieve that social infrastructure that is fair and neutral
for everyone will have to be built on B2B2X infra-

have access to an environment that makes it easy to

data with advanced data protection and ensuring
data quality through automatic data completion and

correction. The ability to instantly and easily conduct
advanced AI analysis on data from around the world

in a common format, and utilize pre-analyzed data in

a highly secure environment will enable collaboration
among various service providers. Moreover, this environment will be built with new low-power computing

architecture and photonics-electronics convergence

devices that will make it possible to achieve dramatic
power savings. This infrastructure will contribute to
establishing a sustainable society by enabling advanced processing while also reducing environmental impact.

Our roadmap calls for the implementation of PoC for

data utilization services by 2023, and establishment
of an environment that makes it easy to utilize data in
various locations and construct AI models and services by 2025, leading to an environment where data
from around the world can be used instantly and AI

services can be built at low cost without the need for
specialists by 2030.

structure services that can connect data and service

Specifically, the IOWN platform will be built atop

The data-centric computing infrastructure service

IOWN’s core network technology APN to rapidly dis-

providers and help them to realize the value of data.
will create new value for data owners and middle service providers, contributing to the creation of a sustainable society. For example, data owners, including

three core functions: a data hub service that utilizes

tribute a wide variety of data, including highly confi-

dential data that was difficult to transmit in the past;
an AI service platform that makes it easy to use AI

[10]
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analysis functions such as learning and inference, as

ence platform that makes it easier to commercialize

ed computing that will address the problem of power

will seamlessly connect an environment to support

well as pre-analyzed data; and photonic disaggregatconsumption that remains a barrier to scaling up AI

services, thereby making it possible to rapidly and

efficiently roll out the previously mentioned services.

Let’s take a closer look at these three functions one
at a time.

First, the data hub service leverages APN to break

away from the conventional internet paradigm of
specifying destination addresses, making it possible
to collect necessary data by designating it according
to type, and enabling exchanges of data that conceal

AI inference services. Next, the AI service platform

AI analysis by data scientists (AI collaboration environment) and an AI inference platform that makes it

easier to commercialize AI inference services. Component technologies include an event-driven AI infer-

ence platform that makes it easy to combine various
inference functions through multi-layer inference and

serving technology, and an AI collaboration environ-

ment that can automatically tap into past examples
and datasets when generating models, greatly reducing the trial-and-error process of data scientists.

data and algorithms while improving the quality of

The last technology, photonic disaggregated com-

eration data hub technology that enables acquision

ture enabling high-speed, large-scale data process-

IoT data. Component technologies include next-genand uniform use of ubiquitous data from various locations, high-speed remote data transfer technology
that reduces the overhead for remote data transfers

through the direct use of optical transmission routes
for data transfer, and trusted data distribution that

allows for data analysis and distribution that protects
the confidentiality of access-limited and other sensitive data.

Next, the AI service platform will seamlessly connect
an environment to support AI analysis by data scientists (AI collaboration environment) and an AI infer-

puting, supports the above services with infrastrucing with low power consumption. Fundamentally
reconsidering conventional server organization, this
platform creates a breakthrough computing infra-

structure by connecting computing devices at high
speed and efficiency using a disaggregated computing architecture that can quickly and efficiently pro-

cess data, power-aware dynamic placement control
technology that achieves high power efficiency by

appropriately utilizing various computing resourc-

es according to the processing content and usage
conditions, and photonics-electronics convergence
devices utilizing silicon photonics.

PLATFORM

TECHNOLOGY TO
SUPPORT NEW VALUE

02_ A Network to Unleash Diverse Services:
Extreme NaaS
As the reach of 5G services expands, many compa-

nies are already beginning to develop technologies
for the post-5G era. The deployment of 6G tech-

communications environment able to respond even
to extreme demands.

nology is expected around 2030, and it is obvious

We believe that implementing extreme NaaS requires

predicted exponential increase in data volume. Peo-

of network service provider. Traditionally, network

that even faster networks are needed to handle the
ple and machines are said to be converging as part

of a new industrial revolution referred to as Society
5.0, which will lead not only to closer collaboration

with machines in physical space, but also real-time

exchange of information with cyberspace thanks to
technologies such as digital twins.

The rollout of high-speed, high-capacity communications like 5G means the emergence of a range of new
services that tap into enormous and diverse sources

of data. In the future, users will be able to effortlessly

tap into multiple wireless communication systems in
various services without ever being aware of whether

they are using 5G or 6G. Because wireless access is
currently optimized for each specific use environment, it cannot be said to be optimized overall for

the solution/user. This makes it necessary to create
an overall load balance in an environment that mixes
different types of communications such as best-ef-

fort and high-value-added traffic. That’s why we are
looking ahead to the 6G era, and hope to overcome
current challenges with extreme NaaS, leading the
way in providing high-value 6G services.

Extreme NaaS is a network that empowers users to
do what they wish without considering the kind of ac-

cess network they are using, offering an end-to-end

innovation in three areas. The first is the concept
services have provided access as specified by the

user, but we will shift towards a service concept of
“providing an environment where you can do what

you want.” We will create a communications environ-

ment that combines and integrates services across
fixed and wireless networks, both public and private,

by virtually allocating wireless access according to
potential demands, and tying together various wire-

less access points to achieve wireless access that
can keep up with extreme demands through statis-

tical multiplexing gain. Secondly, extreme NaaS will
depend on innovating upon the concept of control

information. By utilizing as control signals all kinds of
information gathered from the surrounding environment, not only from cameras and other sensors but

also human behavior and emotions, it will be possible

to derive precise predictions from vast amounts of
environmental information, as well as to generate

new added value from the control information it-

self. Finally, extreme NaaS depends on innovation
in access networks. The system will make possible
organic coordination between optical and wireless

networks, including optimized aggregation and al-

location that integrates optical and wireless signals,
and direct callback in response to demand, as well as

the creation of extreme service areas. We will create

transmission paths by making use of every material

[12]
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Connection type (wireless & wired)

Contract/ID

User location

User charge

Wireless service A

Wireless service B

FTTH service

Unstable connection

Connect to FTTH
at home
Connect to wireless service A

Connect to wireless service B

available in physical space.

by 2025 we will achieve an ultra-low-latency, high-ca-

Key to achieving extreme NaaS is Cradio®(*), NTT’s

possible to respond to localized, sudden fluctuations

wireless access control technology. This technology

provides network access tailored to circumstances
through visualization/identification of wireless conditions, quality prediction/collaboration, and design/

control technology, making it possible to use proactive control technologies spanning multiple protocols

to keep up even with major shifts in demand traffic
and environment. Cradio® uses a variety of environmental information as control information for wireless networks, and also draws on the control infor-

mation itself to create and provide new value such as
wireless sensing. Cradio® makes it possible to design
functionality that is not dependent on specific proto-

cols, thereby enabling efficient expansion of service
functions. We are developing Cradio® in stages. The

current stage (ver. 1) optimizes for multi-radio de-

signs; by 2023, version 2 aims to realize “continuous
connectivity,” while version 3 will be able to “keep up
with extreme demands” by 2025, finally expanding

use cases by 2030 to make networks accessible everywhere, including places not ordinarily inhabited.

What will become possible once extreme NaaS

gives rise to a network capable of meeting a range

of demands? If we look at the manufacturing sector,
for example, the natural wireless communication
enabled by extreme NaaS will allow users to rely on
stable application quality even as the communication

environment changes. This creation of a high-quality,
low-latency communication environment means that

pacity communication environment that will make it
in demand while juggling a variety of applications.

Anticipating demand for wireless access will enable

advances such as stable sharing of physical sensations remotely without losing the sense of presence,

unlocking a world in which people and robots can

collaborate more easily in ways such as remotely
reproducing the same experience across distant
factories, or remotely sharing information containing

both audiovisual and tactile sensations. This also has

ramifications for fields outside of the manufacturing
industry, such as sporting events and other entertainment. The strong and flexible network service

infrastructure provided by extreme NaaS will become
the cornerstone of the remote world.
(*) Scan or click QR code for details

PLATFORM

TECHNOLOGY TO
SUPPORT NEW VALUE

03_ A Network to Unleash Diverse Services:
Photonic Direct Communication
The COVID-19 pandemic has led to the rapid social

high-capacity communication, highly precise syn-

monplace not only to work from home and other re-

is also possible to create dedicated function-specific

adoption of various remote activities. It is now commote locations, but also to distribute entertainment
such as music, sports, and performing arts performances in real time. However, real-time content de-

livery remains insufficient at present, with the rollout

of 5G connections still underway. Take the example

of sports, where current technology results in an
unavoidable delay of several seconds between the

broadcast location and the audience, making it diffi-

cult to feed back the reaction of the remote audience

to the broadcast venue. When feedback includes
other viewers, delays grow longer, and the sense of

chronization, and multicasting to multiple locations. It
networks on each optical wavelength. The network

is based on an optical ring configuration, enabling

high reliability and rapid area expansion. Moreover,
although it has been necessary to increase the num-

ber of core lines as demand rises, we seek to cover
a wide area with minimal optical fibers by adding

optical branches in response to demand. This optical
branching is enabled by special optical fiber polishing and branch connection technology, making possible optical branching without stopping the network.

realism is lost. To achieve the Remote World, we need

Key to the achievement of photonic direct commu-

spread across multiple locations feel as if they are all

stable communication, but also the two technologies

to be able to create experiences that make everyone
in one place.

Already, many companies are working on research
and development to create better remote experiences, but it is also true that there are limitations to

services based on conventional IP-based internet

connections. Thus, we are working to establish pho-

tonic direct communication based on the idea that
we need real-time multipoint connection technology

and ultra reality communication that can be delivered

across various bandwidths and without user stress
while using networks such as APN.

This service will allow us to achieve high-capacity
optical paths through a photonic interface. End-

to-end photonic connections enable low-latency,

nication is not only a foundation of low latency and

of network information acquisition and provision and

real-time multipoint connection technology. The former provides value-added information for advanced

services, and makes use of high-precision frequency

synchronization and high-precision network monitoring technology. The latter will make it possible

to constantly monitor network status and manage

inventory, set up low to high bandwidth paths suited
to the variety of user demands, and provide ultra

reality communication. In the future, we aim to create technology that will be able to connect optical

paths in seconds, on the way to providing real-time
two-point/multi-point connectivity and on-demand

optical multicasting responsive to user demands for
service.

[14]
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Ultra-real low-latency, high-capacity
communications with E2E

Multi-location multicast communications

Precise synchronization via time server

Users’ natural utilization of next-gen AI

76.278
Service experience that is natural,
stress-free, and feels like
being physically present

All services, people, and things connected end-to-end through optical paths

Photonic direct communication is characterized by

a focus on technologies that add value to the user
experience, while also keeping next-generation services in mind. We are working to implement technol-

ogy such as high-precision timestamps in conditions
that demand precise synchronization, such as simul-

taneous, multi-venue track and field competitions,
and serial digital interface (SDI) transmissions, a

digital video transmission standard used for profes-

sional-quality video transmission. By 2025, we aim
to provide ultra realistic video for immersive experiential services in real-time virtual reality. By 2030,

we not only want to establish a standard platform

for video transmission for entertainment and remote
sports events, but also to expand to other service

fields to provide ultra-low latency video for multipoint

telemedicine (surgery) and next-generation energy
control through high-precision clocks.

Photonic direct communication will be realized by fully

utilizing the APN technology underlying IOWN. The
ability for people in different locations to communicate
with each other as if they were in the same place will

forever change the way sports and entertainment are
conducted. It will also free us from constraints on where

we live and the location and size of venues. As people
begin to communicate without awareness of the presence of technology or their distance from others, we
will connect naturally with people all over the world.

VALUES

FIVE KINDS OF VALUE
THAT SUPPORT OUR LIVES

01_ The World Created by 4D Digital Platform
02_ Remote World
03_ Well-being

04_ Zero Environmental Impact

05_ Value Chain Builds New Trust

How will the spread of new technologies such as IOWN
change people’s lives? We don’t just want to put new tech-

nology into use—we want to offer new value in people’s
lives. Let’s take a look at five kinds of value to see the future
we are working to create.

[16]

VALUES
01_
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The World Created by 4D Digital Platform:
Ultra-high Precision Platform That Enables Future Prediction

4 POINTS OF VALUE
01: Taming Road Traffic

Our technology will detect various causes of accidents and traffic congestion in real time, and appropriately supply information based on awareness of
overall traffic conditions and the results of future

predictions to prevent problems before they occur.
We aim to ensure safe and comfortable travel without unexpected events by integrating with informa-

tion from roadside cameras and traffic signals, as
well as a variety of platforms including public transit
systems.

02: Utilizing Urban Assets

Using information from various sensors, our technology will create real-time digital twins of the

movement of people and urban conditions, and
make predictions of supply and demand to efficiently utilize urban assets. Offices, living spaces,

and commercial spaces will be optimized according

to people’s movements and preferences, ensuring
efficient urban management does not compromise
the comfort of residents.

03: Cooperative Maintenance of Social Infrastructure
By storing and sharing facility location and sensor

information possessed by various infrastructure
operators as digital twin data in a geospatial information database, we will achieve integration of management processes for various urban infrastructure
facilities, and use diverse sensor data to predict and
plan for the degradation of facilities.

Digitalization is rapidly progressing in many industries, includ-

ing transportation, urban infrastructure, and manufacturing.
Recreation and analysis of a variety of assets in digital space

is expected to contribute to efficient operations, as well as

help to address large social challenges such as the SDGs. At

the same time, services that create new value by coordinating data across industries still remain a work in progress.

4D Digital Platform, one of the forms of value we will provide
through IOWN, can conduct cross-industry integration of
sensor information, including accurate location and time

data, into a high-precision geospatial environment in real
time, enabling present analysis, future prediction, and sim-

ulation of possibilities for a range of social activity that can
then be fed into various industrial infrastructure that supports society.

04: Understanding Earth’s Environment and Di-

This should make it possible to balance people’s comfort

Through minute, real-time understanding of not only

ment, reduce the cost of operating and maintaining social

sasters

human activity, but also the natural environment,
our technology will enable more precise weather

simulations and predictions of the natural environment than ever before. This will contribute to envi-

ronmental conservation and advance preparation to
prevent and mitigate disasters.

with overall optimization in traffic and smart city manage-

infrastructure, and contribute to achieving harmony between
society and the natural environment. 4D Digital Platform is

envisioned to address specific issues in various industries,
growing more advanced and generalized as it is rolled out,
and aims to create new value and address social challenges.

CASE STUDY

Connected cars / Smart cities / MaaS / Smart infrastructure
management

VALUES
02_
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Remote World:
Creating a Collaborative Space That Transcends All Constraints

4 POINTS OF VALUE
01: Integration and Unification of Environmental
Conditions Between Remote Sites

By creating virtual collaborative spaces, we will enable two-way communication of human activities,

including physical activities, between remote locations. Simultaneous sensing of people’s physical

and environmental conditions and ultra-low-latency

feedback make it easy for people to engage in so-

cial activity across physical distance. This should
enable large-scale events to be held without people
gathering together in one physical space.

02: Conveying People’s Thoughts and Intentions
and Synthesizing Abilities

Avatar robots and services to support remote work
that transcend human capabilities will become reality. In addition to sensing the thoughts and intentions

In the wake of the global coronavirus pandemic, many indus-

and avatars, we will be able to generate models of

tion to remote work and online education, there is also an ur-

of people and feeding them back to other people
human abilities that can serve as “alter egos,” creat-

ing an environment where people can make use of
their skills remotely to tackle new work.

03: Transcending Barriers of Culture and Values

Sensing that extends beyond physical information

to encompass human emotions and values will

make it possible to create digital twins of human
beings. Not only will simultaneous translation allow

us to interact with people from different cultures,

we will also realize multi-modal communication

that goes beyond audiovisual senses to allow us to
understand the emotions of people with different
values.

04: Integration with Activities in Proximity

tries have clearly shifted towards remote activities. In addigent need to develop telemedicine, while the entertainment
and sports industries demand systems that can go beyond
just watching or listening online to provide value similar to
the real world without the need to gather together.

Through IOWN, we aim to maintain and enhance social and
economic activities even amid the kind of limitations imposed by the coronavirus pandemic, and offer the value of

the Remote World. This goes beyond simply implementing
various remote activities, but also making possible activities
that transcend barriers of people’s abilities, cultures, and
values. The field of entertainment and sports calls not only
for bringing realism to online live events, but also creating

environments where people can come together across time

and space, and even experience sports and entertainment
by becoming other people. That will lead to a society that
transcends the boundaries of space, people, and culture.

Even though remote work has become common in

many industries, we will never eliminate the need
for human contact and physical movement. The

Remote World respects activities that derive value
from movement and proximity, and will create an

CASE STUDY

environment that makes it possible to have optimal

Online medicine / Sports & entertainment / Remote support

proximity and remotely.

nication

experiences that combine activities conducted in

/ Multimodal communication / Emotion and thought commu-

VALUES
03_
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Well-being:
Fulfilling Mind and Body by Integrating from Past to Future

4 POINTS OF VALUE
01:Visualization of Well-being Factors

Making clear the physical and mental sources of

well-being today will also contribute to life-long

understanding. By visualizing the factors that affect

the well-being of each individual in different areas
such as medicine and food, we can provide an environment for people to accurately grasp their own
physical and mental state.

02: Presentation of Options Tailored to Each Individual

Our technology will make it possible to predict and
present options to users that match individual preferences and untapped potential based on an under-

standing of their unique characteristics. There are
no well-being options that have universal benefits
for everyone. We will create an environment that can

offer appropriate services tailored to the characteristics of each individual.

03: Practice Based on One’s Own Motivation

Our technology will enable shared experiences

and social relationships that promote autonomous
behavioral change by motivating people to choose
their own actions from among the options provided.

Well-being is achieved as an integral value by structuring action in a sequence of visualization, presentation of options, and implementation.

04: Complementary Ecosystems That Transcend
Industries

We will establish a framework for providing services
that span multiple fields including work, food, and
distribution, in addition to areas such as healthcare

and agriculture where smart technology is already

being deployed. Providing a variety of services that
combine different domains takes into consideration

In the past, economic or health indicators have been used

to measure human happiness and pleasure, but none of

these figures can be said to reflect the multitude of human
characteristics. The concept of well-being that has recently

garnered attention encompasses not only physical well-be-

ing, but also mental and social well-being, and has spurred
a growing number of initiatives that seek to understand

human well-being through medical, hedonistic, sustainable,
and other dimensions, along with personal, social, and tran-

scendental factors. Of course, this notion of well-being is

deeply connected to our development of IOWN and other
architectures and services.

We have long thought of people as belonging to different

populations, but as new architectures make it possible to
rapidly process enormous amounts of data, we will be able

to respond minutely to the tastes and needs of each indi-

vidual. Well-being requires that people first understand their

own situation, then have the ability to choose and put into
practice the best options for them. We will build the foun-

dation for each individual to achieve a state of well-being at
their own pace.

well-being as an integral value.

CASE STUDY
Bio-digital twin / Biometric sensing / Distribution optimization / Safe and secure value chain

VALUES
04_
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Zero environmental impact:
Reviving the Global Environment and Building a Sustainable Society

4 POINTS OF VALUE
01: Realization of a Society That Accepts Environmental Change

Even if we overcome major disasters and pandemics, there is still a possibility that more disasters and

new infectious diseases will occur in the future. In

addition to reducing the risk of disasters by lowering

the environmental impact, we will realize a resilient
society that can flexibly respond to various changes
through new energy technologies and their management.

02: Next-generation Energy Distribution Network

We will contribute to building ultra-resilient smart
cities through an energy network that enables lo-

cal production for local consumption, fully utilizing
growing supplies of renewable energy, and ensures

a safe and reliable energy supply even when disasters strike. In the future, digital twins will enable

electricity supply and demand to be controlled according to future predictions.

03: Optimal Operation of Nuclear Fusion Reactors

IOWN technology will be used for real-time, laten-

cy-free stability control for fusion reactors. Systems
will employ digital twins to control reactors through
cyberspace, optimizing operations and stabilizing

the plasma, thereby contributing to stable supply of
this exceptionally clean energy source.

04: Ultra-high Accuracy Weather Prediction

Even if we reduce our environmental impact, we are

still predicted to live through severe climate change.
We will use low-earth orbit satellites and meteorological IoT devices to acquire detailed data and

make future predictions, making it possible to proactively respond to typhoons and torrential rains, as

well as efficiently collect and convert green energy

through the development of lightning induction and
charge systems.

We urgently need to create a society that can cope with
global environmental changes such as climate change, major disasters, and pandemics. Developing next-generation

energy technologies and technologies to enable resilient environmental adaptation will reduce the burden on the global

environment and contribute to its regeneration, opening the
door to a sustainable society in which humans can continue
to live in harmony with the environment.

One notable energy technology built on the IOWN platform

makes possible optimized operation of nuclear fusion reactors. In

July 2020, we established NTT Space Environmental and Energy
Laboratories, and are collaborating with the International Thermo-

nuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) Project and Japan’s National
Institutes for Quantum and Radioactive Science and Technology.

Managing nuclear fusion reactions while minutely controlling the

plasma and sharing experimental results requires innovations in
computing and communications protocols to transmit massive
amounts of information to various locations at ultra-low latency. A

new communications platform like IOWN is essential. We are also

pursuing development of a more diverse energy network than

ever before, including power generation from lightning and spacebased solar power generation. Combining these energy technol-

ogies with weather forecasting will allow us to create a society
that can respond more flexibly to changes in the environment.

CASE STUDY

Resilient smart cities / Plasma digital twins / Carbon dioxide
conversion technology

VALUES
05_
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Value Chain to Build a New Trust:
Realization of Safe and Secure Communication

4 POINTS OF VALUE
01: Establishing More Robust and Simple Security

Internet security has grown more complex due to
the need to assume communications routes and

terminals are insecure. In the world of IOWN, use of
distributed computing systems built on its high-capacity, low-latency communications capabilities will

enable new functions including data usage proto-

cols that do not leave copies of data in the user’s
computing environment.

02: Trust and Rethinking Local Value

Concerns with the global security environment and

the impact of COVID-19 have made it necessary to
collaborate with trustworthy organizations and re-

turn to an economy that emphasizes local connec-

tions. As a new form of glocalism, we will construct
a secure value chain by building networks that

reflect the trustworthiness of public organizations
and companies.

03: Connected Value Chains That Span Industries

It has been difficult for servicers, suppliers, and customers to connect with one another across industries. We will accelerate the digital transformation of

various industries, creating connected value chains

spanning from contract and payment to business

matching that make it possible for companies and
customers to connect across industries and accelerate flexible communication.

04: Acceleration of Data-driven Value Creation

In the future, businesses that utilize personal and

corporate data are expected to continue to grow.
We will create a data utilization platform that both

The digitalization of society has made it possible for people
to enjoy more convenient services, but at the same time, the
risk of cybercrime is increasing. As telemedicine becomes

commonplace and digital twins make it possible for informa-

tion and the human body to impact each other, cybercrime
could have life-and-death implications.

That is why we want to create a platform that can support a
safe and secure society. In order to exchange large amounts
of information remotely and with peace of mind, we need to

build trust in a different manner than before. Value chains
that allow companies to share information across industries
are needed in order to further advance digitization, and we

will also need an environment that enables secure commu-

nication between public organizations and companies in
each region. Safe and secure communication will only be
achieved when we ensure stronger security that leverages
the merits of IOWN’s high-capacity and high-speed communications platform.

data providers and users can trust by making it possible to obtain computation results equivalent to

having exchanged data without actually exchanging

data, and to confirm before and after the interaction.

CASE STUDY
Smart city / Remote work / Supply and demand forecasting
system / Value chain reform

PRACTICE

TAKING STEPS TOWARDS
THE FUTURE

01_ IOWN

02_ Networks
03_ AI

04_ Security

05_ Data Collection, Management, and Analysis
06_ Media and Devices/Robotics
07_ Environment and Energy
08_ Basic Research

We are already hard at work putting our ideas into practice

to build a better future. These efforts span a wide range of

areas, from improvements to core social infrastructure to
technologies extending into space and new computers that
transcend conventional limits. Below are 83 case studies

in eight areas that were showcased at the NTT R&D Forum
2020 Connect.

(*) Scan or click QR codes below to access case studies.
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01_

IOWN

This theme introduces on the key technologies of IOWN concept and their user values, based on the
IOWN technology roadmap.

01 All-photonics network with high scalability and flexibility
Create New Customer Experience with All-photonics network

02 Extreme NaaS for comfortable quality of end-to-end communication
Providing network to satisfy diverse and demanding application requirements

03 Data hub for IOWN Digital Twin Computing

Create new value by connecting data with service providers

04 Secure data hub for safe distributing confidential data
Confidential and safe data distribution

05 Photonic disaggregated computing

Effective use of compute resources improves power efficiency

[24]

02_

Networks

This theme introduces innovative optical/wireless network technologies and advanced control/oper-

ation technologies to meet diverse and complex needs and build a smart social platform.

01 End-to-End & Integrated Network Management and Control
On-demand dedicated 5G network with guaranteed SLA

02 Ultra-low-latency optical video communication system
Natural remote collaboration environment

03 Remote beamforming technology for analog RoF systems
Easy expansion of wireless coverage area

04 OAM-MIMO multiplexing transmission technology
Terabit-class wireless transmission for beyond 5G

05 Ultra-high-speed IC technology for beyond 5G
High-speed wireless transmission using THz wave

06 Unified technologies for driverless robotic farm machines
The world of mobile and fixed network fusion
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07 Video streaming architecture

Better satisfaction by controlling and stabilizing streaming

08 Underwater ultrasonic MIMO transmission technology
Underwater high-definition video transmission

09 MIMO systems and global sensor network using LEO satellites
Protocol-free global sensor network using LEO satellites

10 Optical fiber environmental monitoring

We use environment information from optical fiber network

11 3D management technology for lifeline structure

Improve efficiency by 3D management of lifeline structure

12 Self-evolving operation to autonomously adapt to environment
Autonomous and future forecasting for Zero-touch Operations

[26]

02_

Networks

This theme introduces innovative optical/wireless network technologies and advanced control/operation technologies to meet diverse and complex needs and build a smart social platform.

13 AI teaching technology for self-evolving AIOps
AI learns by itself to enhance autonomous operation

14 Self-evolving AI scheme for advanced ICT system operations
AI learns responses to unpredictable events on digital twin

15 User-engagement collaborative control technique

Achieving high customer satisfaction by considering intent

16 Environment prediction using video and wireless channel
Predict communication quality and terminal status

17 Centralized quality control independent of wireless network
Smooth gameplay even in congested wireless networks

18 Failure localization in optical networks

Prediction of failure enables proactive recovery procedure
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19 Environment-adaptive device cooperative control technology
Realize IoT device control without manual design

20 Power consumption control of heterogeneous server clusters
Reduce power consumption by software control of servers

21 High-accuracy network monitoring and control (HANMOC)
Just plug 1 system, quickly diagnosis your networkʼs health

22 Traffic monitoring system with HWA

Improving Virtualized NW OPS with Visualization and Capture

[28]

03_

AI

This theme introduces NTT’s corevo® AI-related technologies that aim to enrich people’s lives and
create new value by supporting human and social activities.

01 Digital twin computing technologies

Reproduce diverse people in an unconstrained world

02 Multimedia understanding AI with knowledge integration
Understand multimedia information by accumulated knowledge

03 Perceptual control utilizing individual’s perception model
Optimizing environmental factors for your concentration

04 Gap analysis based on human actions and status recognition
Analyze gaps of ideal/actual state to suggest better actions

05 Point cloud coding for 4D digital platform®
Save 3D data compactly and take out it freely
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06 Real-world digitalization technologies

High-definition real-world DB using low-cost sensors

07 Real-time aggregation of high-precise vehicle locations
Reducing traffic congestion by lane-level traffic monitoring

08 Traffic jam detection by lane for novel navigation

For traffic optimization by detecting jams with dashcams

09 Optimization of rescue-team operations

Using big data to reduce travel time during emergencies

10 Sales and order estimation for route sales optimization
Learns and visualizes sales trends on several levels
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03_

AI

This theme introduces NTT’s corevo® AI-related technologies that aim to enrich people’s lives and
create new value by supporting human and social activities.

11 Knowledge maintenance technology using business dialog data
Collects and formalizes knowledge from dialog data

12 Business navigation technology

Improve human creativity with DX using user support techs

13 FutureVoice Actors: Accelerating service deployment by TTS
Provides one-stop speech synthesis for famous voice actors

14 Farming solution utilizing “MICHIBIKI”

Resolve issues “declining farming population”

15 Media processing device technology in the remote world era
Delivering only sounds you want to make known/heard
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16 Automatic summarization based on deep learning
AI generates natural, concise summary for various uses

17 Compressive spectral imaging with AI and optical devices
Snapshot spectral imaging for food and biomedical analysis

18 High-definition video AI inference engine

It detects a wide range of objects with one camera at once

19 Machine learning on photonic analog information processor
Programmable neuromorphic processing on photonic circuit

20 Asynchronous distributed deep learning for edge computing
Model training without data leak from edge device

[32]

04_

Security

This theme introduces applied cybersecurity technologies to defend the Smart World against in-

creasingly sophisticated cyber attacks and support secure data distribution and use. It will also describe basic research in the field of cryptography for the future.

01 IoT authentication and authorization technology
Protect valuable data used in the “Smart World”

02 Integrity and anomaly analysis to make secure Smart World
Prevent damage from cyber-attacks in Smart World

03 IoT device verification system for secure Smart World
Ensuring security by identifying vulnerable OEM IoT devices

04 Analysis of corporate network traffic in the Zero Trust age
Enhance enterprise network security with flow analysis

05 NTT post-quantum cryptography

NTTʼs safe cryptography against quantum threats
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05_

Data Collection, Management, and Analysis

This theme describes technologies that enable multiple players to process massive amounts of com-

plex data at lightning-fast speeds across different regions and industrial sectors.

01 Flexible exploratory testing based on test activity data
Realizing efficient testing by finding bugs flexibly

02 Data analysis technology for digital transformation (DX)
Cusotomer channel digitization in “with COVID-19”

03 Collaboration between Toyota and NTT

Creating infrastructure for future connected cars

04 Optimization of transportation through multi-modal MaaS
Facilitating movement while mitigating congestion

05 “Urban DTC” for data-driven and chain-reactive smart city
Optimal city environment linking digital city and people

[34]

06 Overview of 4D digital platform®

Provides integrated and accurate sensing data in real time

07 The collaborative environment for creating of AI models
Automatically build high-quality AI models to fit your data
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06_

Media and Devices/Robotics

This theme introduces VR/AR technology that creates new life environment and human-machine in-

terface technologies that seamlessly connect all sorts of things to achieve a society where everyone
can make the most of their abilities by using data from the cyber world.

01 Cybernetics technology to augment human capabilities
Augment motor skills to become the person you aspire to

02 Remote spectator assistance system

Connect the enthusiasm between remote spectators

03 3D video semi-automatically generated from 2D video
Old 2D videos can be reproduced realistically as 3D videos

04 BRAVE: Bit-error-robust low-delay audio and voice encoding
Speech coding makes more microphones available in a room

05 A narrative acquisition technology for behavior change
A health support technology according to personʼs narrative

[36]

06 Conversation support considering communication individuality
Improving psychological safety by reducing misunderstanding

07 Living Lab: Service design for addressing social issues
Our guidebook supports co-creation in Living Labs

08 Digital social capital platform

Decentralization requires trust in people and information
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07_

Environment and Energy

This theme introduces environment and smart energy technologies to foster innovation toward the
regeneration of the global environment and the creation of a sustainable and inclusive society.

01 Next-generation environmental energy technologies
Realization of a sustainable and inclusive society

02 Optimal operation technology for fusion reactors
Stable operation of nuclear fusion by utilizing IOWN

03 Lightning control and charging technology

Protects people and equipment from lightning strikes

04 Carbon dioxide gas conversion technologies
Contributing to the creation of a sustainable society

05 Energy distribution platform technology

Maximum use of RE by DC power and data processing control
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08_

Basic Research

This theme introduces basic research that can have a revolutionary impact on society including the
research and development of innovative information processing technology, advanced device technology, material science technology, and biotechnology and medical care.

01 Wearable stethoscope for remote auscultation
Human listening, 3D visualization and text generation

02 Heat-related-health-hazards prevention system
Alerts workers to heat-related-health risk

03 Three-dimensional engineered neuronal network

Assembly of neuron-laden blocks towards 3D neuronal network

04 Ultra-high accuracy optical lattice clock network technology
Remote geodetic survey and ultra-stable time synchronization

05 Ultrafast coherent oscillation in Si single-electron devices
A resonant level detects sub-terahertz quantum oscillations

06 500 GHz band, 20 dB gain amplifier IC

Technology improving accuracy of weather forecasting
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07 Waveguide sensor for visualizing bolt looseness
Washer-type sensor detects loose bolts in blind areas

08 Middleware for LASOLV and its applications
Solve difficult problems in a flash

09 Virus inactivation using optical transmission technology
Inactivate virus by delivering UV light with optical fiber

10 Medical & Healthcare vision: Realization of Bio Digital Twin
A healthy and hopeful “Medical and Healthcare Future”

11 Digital archiving of gastronomy / taste analysis technology
Gastronomic well-being
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AFTERWORD
Our world must change. As discussed at the beginning of this report, the need for

transformation is already here. This is not just a matter of changing our lifestyles and
behavior, but also of rethinking various concepts including economic growth and

technological development that we have taken for granted. For example, in the city
we have often had to choose or switch between two opposing choices, such as city
and countryside, home and office, or buildings and nature. We have assumed certain

trade-offs were unavoidable, such as how the burning of fossil fuels and other human economic activities result in environmental destruction, or how the expansion
of corporations to a global scale destroys local communities.

However, we will need to move past these tradeoffs if we want to live in a sustainable
world into the future. In fact, as remote work has taken root during the coronavirus
pandemic, it has become less uncommon to migrate from urban to rural areas, and

we may be entering an era when there is no longer such a clear tradeoff between
urban and rural. Of course, these changes would not have been possible without the
support of technology, as the development of online meeting tools and high-speed

networks is inseparable from the spread of remote work. The concepts we have
presented in this report, such as 4D Digital Platform and the Remote World, will also
support a world that transcends past dichotomies. Just as edge computing is both
centralized and distributed at the same time, new technologies that are being devel-

oped in recent years may lead to a paraconsistent world able to accomodate seemingly contradictory concepts.

This means not only breaking free from a single concept or position, but also connects to acceptance of various ways of thinking and living. The NTT initiatives intro-

duced in this report may seem at first glance simply like development of advanced
technologies in various fields, but they are also steps towards realizing a diverse

world. We hope that NTT Technology Report will help to illuminate the rich potential
of a world that remains to be seen.
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